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Computing Applications 
Topics
• What is the Grid? 
• Why do we want one ?




– and how they fit together
What is Grid Computing?
(apart from an over-used buzz-phrase?)
Hyped as the solution: bold new breakthroughs in 





Relates to making computing power easily available
Many solutions, and even more hype!
One authoritative view:
http://www-fp.mcs.anl.gov/~foster/Articles/WhatIsTheGrid.pdf
What is Grid Computing?
More than just “ distributed computing” :
• General purpose
• “ Virtual Organisation”  VO – allows its resources to be 
shared among its members
• Wide-Area deployment – heterogeneous resources spread 
over globe
• Foster and Kesselman – the Globus Project
– Anatomy of the Grid 
http://www.globus.org/research/papers/anatomy.pdf
– Physiology of the Grid 
http://www.globus.org/research/papers/ogsa.pdf
– I. Foster and C. Kesselman: “The Grid: Blueprint for a New Computing 
Infrastructure”
What is Grid Computing?
• The Web provides seamless access to data
Underlying protocols don’t care about who you are
• The Grid provides seamless access to computing
Users identified via X.509 certificates: 
must be in a suitable VO, then single sign-on
move from individual to group working
• Lots of separate Grid testbeds. I refer to the EDG/LCG 
model http://lcg.web.cern.ch/LCG/
• Constantly changing acronyms - terminology here is a 
personal mish-mash 
     
Why do we want the Grid?
Increasing need to process lots of data:
• Commerce – data mining
• Engineering – simulations
• Physics – HEP data processing (that’s “ us” !)
• Earth Sciences – climate and weather prediction
• Biology – protein folding and genomics
• Medicine – imaging and tomography
• and many more…
What is Grid computing?
“ It's significant that the UK is the first country to 
develop a national e-science grid, which intends 
to make access to computing power, scientific 
data repositories and experimental facilities as 
easy as the web makes access to information. 
One of the pilot e-science projects is to develop a 
digital mammographic archive, together with an 
intelligent medical decision support system for 
breast cancer diagnosis and treatment. An 
individual hospital will not have supercomputing 
facilities, but through the grid it could buy the 
time it needs.”
Tony Blair July 2002
http://politics.guardian.co.uk/speeches/story/0,11126,721029,00.html
From each according to his means… 
A Grid is a collection of “ resources”  provided by 
participating sites:
– a Computing Element provides CPUs
– a Storage Element provides storage space
A CE consists of a Gatekeeper (GK) which receives 
the job, and a set of Worker Nodes (WN) that do 
the actual work – often similar to traditional batch 
farm
An SE could be a PC with a big disk – but it can 
also be a Petabyte-scale tape silo
…to each according to his needs.
• At a “ UI” , specify executable, data files and other 
requirements (using JDL) and submit
• The UI client passes this to a Resource Broker 
(RB) which identifies the best place to run the 
job:
– which CE has the most suitable CPUs?
– which SE has the data files? 
• Eventually the job will have been processed, and 
the output can be retrieved by the UI…
the results are on your PC!
To each his own.
The user needn’t ever know – let alone care – where 
the job ran, just as few people worry about which 
power station supplies their wall socket.
Hence “ The Grid” .
A better analogy than many appreciate.
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SELECT *  FROM  cpuLoad 
WHERE count r y = ’ UK’  AND si t e = ’ RAL’
SELECT *  FROM  cpuLoad 
WHERE count r y = ’ UK’  AND si t e = ’ GLA’  
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LCG in action
http://www.hep.ph.ic.ac.uk/
e-science/projects/demo/index.html
http://map.gridpp.ac.uk/
http://goc.grid-support.ac.uk
/gppmonWorld/gppmon_maps/lcg2.html
http://goc.grid-support.ac.uk/
gridsite/gocmain/monitoring/
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